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Ken Mungar
From:

pat [paddyo@hay.net]

Sent:

May 21, 2005 9:36 AM

To:

Ken Mungar

Subject: Fw: Emailing: discussion

----- Original Message ----From: Linda Zarzeczny
To: pat
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2005 12:37 PM
Subject: Re: Emailing: discussion
I just posted the following article on this discussion forum. I don't know if it goes up immediately, but you should
be able to access it shortly.

"I want to share the terrific experience that we have had to date in buying our lovely labradoodle. We have
purchased from Cranfield Kennels in Ontario - owned by Paddy and Maura O'Kane - one of the newer breeders
that I found on this website - their website is at www.cranfieldkennels.ca
From the start, they were incredibly helpful, giving us all sorts of very useful information on doodles in general and
ours in particular. Pat does things like get up literally in the middle of the night to get your puppy to you, is
extremely fair and honest and in our case, incurred extra expenses for which he didn't ask a penny. This man is
NOT in this business to make a quick buck. He is obviously very knowledgeable and principled and continues to
check up on his pup and on how we are doing.
Although I have never met the man, we feel like we have both a friend and dog expert at our fingertips - as he
says: "Any questions and I'm just a click away".
So, to make a long story a bit shorter, if you are looking for a labradoodle, I highly recommend Cranfield Kennels.
(And no, I am not related to Pat or Maura, nor have I been asked to provide this testimonial - they don't even
know I am doing it. I just thought that such a wonderful kennel deserves some good publicity).
Linda and Stephen"
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